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GARTEC & OCTAGON

ABOUT

Gartec Home and Octagon Developments have worked together using the Gartec HomeLift, on
one of their latest projects, Hampton Place. A luxury super mansion on the Wentworth Estate in one
of Britain’s most exclusive residential postcodes, required a luxury home lift to travel three storeys
reaching six bedrooms, reception rooms and a leisure complex adopting the same Interior design
style throughout the home and specified to have adjacent entrances.

Gartec provided advice and recommendations at the beginning of the project. The Gartec HomeLift
S15 was selected suiting this high-end property and allowing for adjacent entrance configurations
with little demand on the building in terms of a shallow pit/recess, with no overrun and no separate
machine rooms. The S15 provided flexibility for everyday items such as laundry, a vacuum, suitcases
etc but also for a futureproofing perspective or to comfortably accommodate a wheelchair, with a
high lifting capacity of 400kg and suited to adjacent entrances. Features also included LED lighting,
customisation flooring and button touchpad surrounds made the overall look seamless and well
blended within the home.
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DESIGN

FEATURES AND FUNCTION

The design throughout the house is Luxe-modern, with beautiful light-airy rooms, a striking helical
staircase with metal balustrading, marbled floor throughout the ground floor and contrasting black
American oak internal doors all finished to a high specification. Octagon Developments selected
black RAL and smoked glass doors for the HomeLift complimenting the range of finishes across the
three floors.

Having a private home lift provides the homeowner benefits to owning a home over three storeys.
The lift allows homeowners to have a forever home, assist with disability requirements and support
the household’s lifestyle, whether its frequent travel and luggage being transported from the top
floors to the ground floor or with children, pushchairs and toys or just for ease of daily tasks. Gartec
Home can provide advice on what lift will suit your home and lifestyle, but also the benefits of the
different sizes, features and design choices.

On the ground floor the elegant white marble tiling runs through an impressive galleried hallway and
then inside the lift to match, finished with a bevelled edge bespoke to the project. The landing call
buttons from the lift doors were finished using bespoke mirrored surrounds and recessed into the
wall.
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ABOUT THE GARTEC HOME LIFT

SPECIFICATION

The Gartec HomeLift installed, is designed by our Swedish parent company Aritco with care and
attention for optimum style, and safe for any home. Collaborating with some of Scandinavia’s most
outstanding Designers, the Gartec HomeLift’s are a piece of art you can be proud to have in your
home.

The Gartec HomeLift was installed by two engineers, only taking four days and was a smooth
and hassle-free process. The lifts included; one touch call station buttons, LED platform and
shaft lighting, automatic fully glazed doors, a Smartlift App, auto dialler on platform (emergency
telephone), an external alarm sounder and emergency battery lowering.

Every lift is bespoke to your needs, giving you flexibility to access different floors, following the
design style of your home and avoiding costly renovation. The lift also comes with a SmartLift app
where you can control the lighting using a smart device, set lighting schedules and monitor any
maintenance required.

Once a Gartec HomeLift has been installed, an information pack, full handover and training will be
provided to guide you through all the features included.
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FINISHES

FEATURES

Each home consists of several colour schemes, trends and finishes. Gartec Home offer various
finishes to compliment these including wall and door colours, flooring options along with a
DesignWall feature using patterns and artwork applied to the back wall of the lift.

The size of the lift is spacious enough to take up to five people and can carry up to 400kg. The black
double doors with have a central opening and are made of toughened and laminated glass with
painted profiles and beautiful detailing, these blend with the overall design scheme and will remain
timeless.

The smoked glass doors were a selected finish to match the interior design. The lighting within the
lift adds to the elegant look seen from the kitchen, dining and bedrooms, this can be controlled
using an App anywhere within the home and different colours can be selected. Bespoke finishes
including call button surrounds and flooring were applied by Octagon Developments and added to
the overall look within the home.
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Inside the lift a SmartControl is a unique feature of the Gartec HomeLift, beautifully lit using LED
lights, it is intuitive and user-friendly, by turning and pressing the SmartContol the lift can be
operated.
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TESTIMONIAL

TESTIMONIAL

“This is Octagon’s first experience of working with Gartec, and it has been a very positive one.
The original designs for Hampton Place, our 32nd super mansion to be built on the Wentworth
Estate, did not incorporate a lift, so all the traditional preparations that have to be made for
a conventional installation were not feasible. Hence we turned to Gartec, and their innovative
moving floor design. It was an attractive and successful option taking only 6 days to fit, and more
environmentally friendly as it uses significantly less energy than a conventional lift. A moving floor
lift allows the ‘doors opening’ position to be changeable as it travels from floor to floor, which
enhanced our entrance hall approach, as we could rotate the door opening so it wasn’t the first thing
seen once through the front door.

Then there was the choice of wall cladding in a number of colours or even a particular wallpaper,
along with controllable mood lighting, which makes the lift # a design statement in its own right - a
definite plus with our clientele. The safety features include a remote lock and a Smartapp operation
from an iPhone, so parents can ensure no trapped fingers or ‘junior joyriding’ – perfect for a family
house. We have been impressed with both the product and professional installation, and would
certainly consider Gartec again for another Octagon home.”
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Anton Dummer, Development Surveyor for Octagon Developments.
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